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Measurement of the tau lifetime
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We have used a high-resolution drift chamber in the Mark II detector at the SLAC storage ring
PEP to measure the lifetime of ~ leptons produced in e+e annihilations at 29 GeV. Based on the
flight-path distribution of 807 three-prong v decays, the lifetime is found to be (2.88+0. 16
+0.17)X 10 "sec, in agreement with expectations for e-p-w universality.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the decade since its discovery, the v lepton has been
extensively studied and is now considered to be a member
of a conventional weak doublet, with its own neutrino,
and its own conserved lepton number. This third-
generation lepton thus becomes a laboratory for precision
tests of the standard model. In this paper, we report our
measurement of the ~ lifetime using data recorded by the
Mark II detector at the SI.AC e+e colliding-beam fa-
cility PEP.

If the v couples to the weak charged current with the
same strength as the other leptons, its decay rate to elec-
trons can be calculated analogously to muon decay:

GFmPr~ev, v, ) =
192m.

where GF is the universal Fermi coupling strength, m, is
the 7 mass, and the v, mass has been neglected. The
effect of a v, mass at the present experimental upper
bound is negligible compared to other uncertainties in
this analysis. Radiative corrections are also small. The
~ lifetime is simply related to this width through the elec-
tron branching fraction

B(~~ev, v, )
7T=

I (~~ev, v, )

Using the experimentally determined branching fraction
(17.9+0.4)%, and mass 1784+3 MeV/ cand including
the small radiative corrections, one predicts

r,=(2.86+0.06) &(10 ' sec.

The magnitude of the uncertainty in this prediction is en-
tirely due to the experimental error of the measured elec-
tron branching fraction.

The ~ lifetime provides an unequivocal test of p-~
universality. In the standard model, all generations cou-
ple equally to the same gauge bosons, and e-p-~ universal-
ity is exact. Deviations from universality can arise from
mixing in the neutrino sector, or from other new phys-
ics. The most stringent limit on e-p universality comes
from the ratio of the n. branching fractions to e and p,
which implies that, at the 95% confidence level, the Fer-
mi couplings of these particles to the charged weak
currect are identical to within 2% (Ref. 7). Recently re-
ported measurements of the v lifetime indicate that the ~
Fermi coupling must lie within 10% of the same value.
The lifetime measurement presented here includes
refinements and extensions of earlier Mark II results,
and supersedes them.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The ~ leptons for this analysis are produced in the an-
nihilation of 14.5-GeV electrons and positrons from the
PEP storage ring at SLAC. Neglecting small radiative
corrections, the ~+~ are produced monochromatically
at the beam energy. The ~ lifetime is determined from
measurement of the mean decay length:

To determine the decay length, we use the three-prong
decay mode of the ~ to reconstruct a decay vertex, and
measure the displacement of this vertex from the beam
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spot. When radiative corrections to the ~ energy are in-

cluded, the mean path length corresponding to the pre-
dicted ~ lifetime is 660 pm. Good precision in the mea-
surement thus requires high-resolution charged-particle
tracking, a well-measured beam position, and careful con-
sideration of systematic errors.

A. Apparatus

The full details of the Mark II detector at PEP have
been given elsewhere. ' We review here those aspects of
the tracking system that are particularly relevant to this
analysis.

Charged-particle tracking in the Mark II is carried out
with a combination of two cylindrical drift chambers
operating in a solenoidal magnetic field of 2.3 kG, all
concentric with the beam line. The main drift chamber
(DC)" contains 16 equally spaced layers of drift cells at
radii between 41 and 145 cm. Six of these layers contain
axial sense wires; in the other ten, the sense wires are at
+3' to provide stereo information. The position resolu-
tion is approximately 200 pm per layer.

In the space between the beam vacuum pipe and the
inner wall of the main drift chamber is a smaller high-
resolution device, known as the vertex chamber (VC). '2

This cylindrical chamber, 1.2 m in length and 0.70 m in
diameter, operates with seven layers of drift cells strung
between 5-cm-thick aluminum end plates. To minimize
the error due to multiple Coulomb scattering, the inner
shell is made from beryllium, and serves as the beam
pipe. Amounting to only 0.6%%uo of a radiation length, it is
the only material between the interaction point and the
first vertex chamber position measurement.

The wire array is composed of alternating cathode only
and cathode/sense layers, all strung parallel to the beam
axis. Sense wires are located to 15 pm accuracy with in-
dividual nylon feedthroughs. The radial distance be-
tween layers, 4.2 mm, and the distance between adjacent
wires at the same radius, 5.3 mm, specify a pattern of
roughly hexagonal drift cells. Four layers of inner drift
cells lie just outside the beam pipe, at radii from 10.1 to
12.6 cm, and another three layers are clustered at radii
from 30.4 to 32.0 cm. In all, there are 270 drift cells in
the inner layers and 555 drift cells in the outer.

The chamber operates with a 50/50 mixture of argon-
ethane, plus 0.4% ethyl alcohol. ' At our standard
discriminator setting of 200 pV, the chamber is fully
eScient at 1.950 kV; our operating voltage is somewhat
above this, at 2.10 kV. The resolution of the electronics
used for the drift time measurement is approximately 250
psec.

B. Off-line reconstruction and tracking

The first step in off-line data reconstruction is the
determination of the geometric placement of the vertex
detector relative to the main drift chamber. We use a
right-handed coordinate system centered in the DC with
positive z axis parallel to the electron beam. The VC po-
sition is characterized in terms of three small Cartesian
rotations, and two small displacements in x and y; the
constants are found by least-squares minimization of the

cro (pm)= I(85) +[95/P(GeV/c)) ]"
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FIG. 1. Vertex detector track g for Bhabha-scattering
tracks. The fit is the expected form for 5 degrees of freedom.

tracking 7 in both chambers for a large ensemble of
tracks from Bhabha scattering. The resultant geometry
is used as a starting point in a separate algorithm to find
the space-time relation in the VC, and this two-step pro-
cess is repeated until it converges.

The electron drift velocity is saturated throughout the
VC drift cell. This ensures a space-time relation which is
approximately linear over most of the drift region. The
constant spacing between sense and field wires at the
same radius allows the use of a single such relation for all
drift cells. We use the Bhabha track sample to fit the
space-tine relation to a third-order polynomial, and find
significant deviations from linearity only very near and
very far from the sense wire. Attempts to use separate
relations for those special regions yield no significant im-
provement in resolution.

To determine track parameters, a least-squares fit to
drift times in both vertex and main drift chambers is
made. Precise angular and position measurements in the
x-y plane are supplied by the VC, while dip and curvature
information is provided by the DC. To take account of
geometric uncertainties in the DC and in the relative
VC-DC geometry, we allow small VC-DC relative shifts
in the x-y position (o =200 pm) and in azimuth (o =0.3
mr) in the fits. In Fig. 1 we show the distribution of X
constructed from VC residuals on Bhabha tracks with
measurements in all seven layers, using an average resolu-
tion of 95 pm per layer. Since our fit effectively uses the
VC information to determine two parameters (x-y posi-
tion and slope), we expect a X distribution appropriate to
five degrees of freedom. This distribution is also plotted
in Fig. 1 and, except for the tails, describes the data well.

The position precision of tracks reconstructed in the
VC-DC system has been discussed in detail by Gladney
et al. ' From the measured tracking residuals in the ver-
tex detector, and the known scattering contributions, the
track-position resolution in the x-y plane, extrapolated to
the beam center, is predicted to be
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FIG. 2. Extrapolated separation distance between Bhabha
tracks at the interaction point.

The first term measures the intrinsic tracking perfor-
mance, and the second measures the effect of multiple
Coulomb scattering. We have verified this prediction
with a large sample of Bhabha scattering events. Ignor-
ing multiple Coulomb scattering in this case, we expect
the rms separation distance of the two tracks at the ori-
gin to be just &2 times the intrinsic resolution there, or
120 pm. The measured distribution of these separation
distances, shown in Fig. 2, has a rms width of 124 pm.
Additional studies with Bhabha tracks have also demon-
strated the absence of any azimuthal dependence of track
parameters measured at the beam center. '

C. Beam size and position

The position and shape of the luminous region are
necessary ingredients in the determination of the v path
length. The beam position is derived from a measure-
ment of the average intersection point of Bhabha tracks
whose directions, projected into the x-y'plane, lie within
100 mrad of the vertical and horizontal axes. The aver-
age beam position measurement is accurate to 20 pm
vertically and 50 pm horizontally, and is stable from one
storage ring fill to the next. The beam size is derived
from the distribution of Bhabha track impact parameters
relative to the measured beam center, corrected for the
VC resolution. The result from a fraction of our data is'

o.» ——481+18 pm and o.» ——62+9 pm .

Further detail on beam position measurement and rnoni-
toring can be found in Ref. 14.

III. SELECTION OF THE v SAMPLE

w pair production at 29-GeV center-of-mass energy has
a distinctive signature and can be isolated with little
background. Candidate events are subjected to quality
cuts to ensure the reliability of the tracking information.
This analysis is based on data recorded at PEP over a
period from 1981 to 1984, with an integrated luminosity
of 206 pb

With the exception of a very small branching fraction
to five prongs, all ~ decay modes produce either one or
three charged tracks in the final state. ' Our sample of
three-prong decays is selected from events with zero total
charge which contain either a pair of three-prong jets in
opposite hemispheres or a single track and a three-prong
jet in opposite hemispheres. To ensure that the event
originates in an e+e collision we require that the
overall event vertex lie within 2 cm of the beam center in
the x-y plane, and within 5 cm along the beam axis.

Further cuts are applied to this sample to minimize an-
ticipated backgrounds. We require that each three-prong
candidate have charge +1 and an invariant mass, based
on the charged particles, between 0.7 GeV/c and 1.5
GeV/c . In addition, we calculate the mass of the r lik-e

system including nearby neutral energy recorded by the
liquid-argon calorimeter and require that it be less than
2.0 GeV/e . In two-jet (six prong) events, failure of ei-
ther jet results in the exclusion of both.

Tau pairs produced in the two-photon collision process
e+e ~e+e ~+a are rejected through the requirement
that the total charged energy in the event exceed 5.0
GeV, and that the energy of each three prong exceed 3.0
GeV. We suppress these events because their ~ energies
are substantially less than the beam energy, and not well
determined.

Finally, we must protect against radiative Bhabha and
p+p events which can mimic the 3+1 topology if the
photon converts to an electron-positron pair. We there-
fore require that the total charged energy in each event
be less than 0.9E, , and that the three-particle invari-

ant mass, calculated assuming that all tracks are elec-
trons, exceed 300 MeV/c .

B. Backgrounds

The level of the remaining background in this sample
has been studied by Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte
Carlo simulation includes accurate representation of VC
and DC resolutions, multiple Coulomb scattering in the
beam pipe, chamber wires, and VC-DC interface, nuclear
scattering and absorption in the beam pipe, pion and
kaon decay, photon conversions, and the pattern of
inefBcient drift cells in the two chambers.

The hadronic event sample is generated using the
Feynman-Field fragmentation model and known heavy-
quark parameters. The magnitude of hadronic back-
grounds satisfying our cuts is estimated to be
(4.0+0.9)% of the candidate event sample. As a rough
check on the simulation, we have studied real four- and
six-prong hadronic events with ~-like topologies satisfy-
ing the three-pion mass cuts:

2&M(3m) &4 GeV/c

2 &M(3m. +neutrals) &4 GeV/c

The number of such events satisfying our v. selection cri-
teria (except for the 3' mass cuts) is found to be 3 in the
data and is expected to be 4 from the Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Because of the poor statistics, we assign a 50%%uo

uncertainty to the hadronic background, which we take
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to be (4+2)%%uo.

Two-photon ~ production is estimated from a Monte
Carlo simulation which generates ~ pairs from 2y col-
lisions via the double equivalent photon approximation.
After applying all of the event and track cuts, we find a
background from this source of (3.0+1.0)%.

Both of these background estimates include a correc-
tion for the somewhat higher efficiency for track finding
in the Monte Carlo relative to real data. Backgrounds
from radiative QED processes are found to be negligible
and we place an upper limit of 1% on such contributions.

C. Track quality cuts

The selection outlined in Sec. III A yields 1786 three-
prong decay candidates. We apply to this sample a fur-
ther set of tracking quality cuts to ensure that the decay
point is well measured. To guarantee a good curvature
determination, we require each track to have six or more
measurements in the main drift chamber. To ensure a
good extrapolation to the origin, we require at least two
measurements in the VC inner layers and at least one in
the VC outer layers. To reduce multiple Coulomb
scattering and the probability of nuclear scattering, we
require that the momentum of each of the three tracks
exceed 400 MeV/c .

We have studied the tracking 7 for the VC informa-
tion alone, and find that tracks from ~ events have an
average resolution per layer about 15% larger than that
inferred from Bhabha-scattering events as discussed in
Sec. IIB. The cause has been traced to channel-to-
channel cross talk which occurs in the electronics when
tracks are close together in the chamber. ' We therefore
refit all three-prong tracks with the VC errors increased
by 15%. In Fig. 3, we compare the 7 distribution for
tracks fit in this manner to the expected form. The sam-
ple is limited to tracks with seven VC measurements and,
as discussed in Sec. II B, the anticipated curve is for 5 de-
grees of freedom. Again, there is good agreement, except
for the tails, and we conclude that the VC resolution in

these events is reasonably well understood. For each ac-
cepted decay in our sample, we require that all three
tracks have a VC 7 less than 5.0 per degree of freedom,
and a g for the full fit in both chambers of less than 4.0
per degree of freedom. The application of the above cuts
reduces the sample to 1296 passing decays.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE ~ LIFETIME

A. Vertex determination

The most probable location of the ~ decay point in the
plane perpendicular to the beam is found by a one-
constraint, least-squares fit to the high-precision tracking
information in that plane. Measurement and multiple-
scattering errors in a11 of the track parameters are taken
into account, and the output of the vertexing calculation
includes the (x,y) coordinates of the best-fit decay point,
the corresponding errors, and the 7 of the fit. The distri-
bution of this X is shown in Fig. 4. To reduce the proba-
bility that one or more of the tracks undergo large
scattering in the beam pipe, only those events with vertex
X & 4.0 are accepted. An additional consistency check is
based on the much less accurate z coordinates of the v.

secondaries at the best-fit (x,y) decay point. We define
the quantity 7, :

where z,„ is the mean z coordinate of the three tracks,
and 0, the calculated error of the z coordinate of the ith

track. The distribution of 7, is expected to correspond to
2 degrees of freedom. The experimental distribution is
some~hat broader, and a rather loose cut at X, &20 is
made. It should be emphasized that the decay point
(x,y) coordinates depend almost exclusively on the vertex
chamber measurements, with the less precise main drift
chamber providing the curvature information needed for
track extrapolations.
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FIG. 3. Vertex detector track g for tracks in the ~ three-
prong decays, after rescaling the VC resolution by 15%%uo. The fit
is the expected form for five degrees of freedom.
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FIG. 4. Vertex g distribution for the fit to the three-prong
vertex in the xy plane. The solid line is the expected form for 1

degree of freedom.
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B. The v decay length I I / I ~
~

I I I I 1

We now consider, for each event, the optimal estimate
of the ~ decay length. The situation for a typical event is
summarized in Fig. 5, which shows a magnified view near
the interaction region, and indicates the beam ellipse as
well as the decay vertex error ellipse. We have already
discussed the beam ellipse, which is taken to have a posi-
tion and size as described in Sec. II C. The vertex error
ellipse is obtained from the vertex calculation discussed
in the previous section. We approximate the (x,y) com-
ponent of the ~ direction by the projection of the vector
sum of the momenta of the three charged secondaries.
This approximation neglects the effect on the ~ direction
of the final-state neutrino and any m secondary. The er-
ror thereby introduced is small and will be discussed
later. Taking this approximate ~ direction as fixed, we
make a one-constraint fit to obtain the best estimates of
the production and decay points, and the corresponding
decay length. The two-dimensional decay length and its
error are given by

300-

C)
200—

6$
OI
O

100—

00 0.4 0.8 1,2 1.6 2.0
Path-length error (mm)

illa
2.4 2.8

FIG. 6. Distribution of 0 I, the three-dimensional fitted error
in decay length, for the final r sample.
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C. Maximum-likelihood analysis

We construct a likelihood function

Decay P
y Vertex Ellipse

where (x„,y„) are decay vertex positions relative to the
center of the beam ellipse, (o„„,cr„,o ) are error matrix
elements obtained by adding vertex and beam position er-
ror matrices, and (t„,t~) are the two-dimensional direc-
tion cosines of the ~ line of flight.

The two-dimensional quantities I' and eI are converted
to three dimensional I and o.

I through division by sin8„
where 8, is the polar angle of the 3' momentum direc-
tion. The distribution of oI is shown in Fig. 6. To ensure
a sample with maximal signal-to-noise ratio, we retain
only those decays for which o.

I &1.4 mm, and also re-
quire that the ~ production point derived from the above
fit be within 2 standard deviations of the measured beam
center. Our final sample, which passes all cuts up to this
point, contains 807 decays.

where I, is the mean ~ decay length that we wish to
determine and I; is the measured decay length for the ith
event. The individual everit probability P, is given by the
convolution of the exponential decay distribution with a
Gaussian resolution function:

P; (I;,Ir) =— I exp( —x /l, )
1 1

I, +2mo' 0

Xexp[ —(x —I;) /2o;]dx,

where cr; is the calculated error in I, . The best-fit value
of I, is obtained by maximization of L.

There is an important subtlety in the application of this
procedure to the v. decay length data. As seen from Fig.
6, the typical values of o.; are comparable in magnitude
to the anticipated value of I,. As a consequence of this
relation, the result of the likelihood fit is sensitive to the
values of o.;. Indeed, the rms width of the distribution of
I; is easily shown to be

Tau Directio

= Decay Length

Beam Ellipse

Production Point

FIG. 5. Schematic view of the ~ decay vertex, showing beam
and decay vertex error ellipses. The decay length, as well as the
decay and production points are found by the fit discussed in
Sec. IV B.

The width information is used in the likelihood fit, and
any underestimate of o; will be compensated by an up-
ward bias in the fitted value of I,. Our calculated values
of o; are, indeed, likely to be underestimates, since vari-
ous non-Gaussian tails are not included. To avoid this
difficulty, at the cost of slightly increased statistical er-
rors, we include in our fit an additional parameter R,
which scales all of the calculated errors as

o.;~Ro; .

By introducing R as a free parameter, we effectively base
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the determination of I, on an appropriately weighted
mean value of the individual I, , rather than on the de-
tailed shape of the I; distribution.

D. Determination of the ~ lifetime

The distribution of decay lengths for the sample of 807
three-prong decays which pass all of the cuts described in
previous sections is shown in Fig. 7. The results of the
maximum-likelihood analysis, as applied to this sample,
are

I,=635+35 pm,

8 =1.05+0.04 .
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The expected distribution pararnetrized by these values is
shown superimposed on Fig. 7, and is seen to provide a
satisfactory representation of the data.

Contamination of the ~ sample with the backgrounds
discussed in Sec. III B will tend to reduce the apparent
mean decay length. To determine the magnitude of this
effect, we combine appropriate amounts of the simulated
hadron and two-photon backgrounds with a simulated ~
sample of nominal lifetime, and study the corresponding
change in the measured decay length. An alternative
technique uses the Monte Carlo events to estimate the
mean decay length of each of the background classes, and
then considers the effect of the appropriate fraction of
each class on the overall mean. The results of the two
techniques are consistent, and imply that the presence of
the background lowers the result by 31+10pm. Adding
this correction to our maximum-likelihood result, we find

l, =666+37 pm,

where the quoted statistical error has been scaled up by
the same fractional amount as the path length. With the
appropriate correction for initial-state radiation, the
mean ~ total energy is expected to be 13.9 GeV. We then
find a ~ lifetime:

r,=(2.8860. 16)X 10 ' sec .

The quoted error is statistical; systematic uncertainties
are discussed in the next section.

V. CHECKS ON THE ANAX YSIS

A. Measurement bias

Early measurements of the v. lifetime required substan-
tial corrections to the observed decay lengths to remove a
bias which arose from a correlation between the mea-
sured decay length and its estimated error. Events with
fluctuations toward longer measured decay lengths were
associated with smaller track extrapolation errors and
thus smaller vertex errors, while fluctuations toward
shorter decay lengths were assigned correspondingly
larger vertex errors. The former events were consequent-

ly given greater weight in the likelihood fit, biasing the
result toward a longer mean decay length.

The improved tracking resolution and reduced multi-

ple Coulomb scattering of this experiment should reduce
such bias to a small level. To confirm this, and to check
for the presence of other potential systematic effects, we

have studied our analysis technique using Monte
Carlo-generated ~ decays. In addition, to check for
effects not reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation, we

have made comparisons between v-like control samples
constructed from both real and simulated hadronic
events. These studies are discussed below.

B. Monte Carlo simulation

Two samples of 20000 r decays were created with life-

times of 0 and 2. 80)& 10 ' sec. Each sample is subjected
to the complete analysis procedure and maximum-
likelihood fit. We note here that in the limit in which the
mean decay length is very small compared to O. I, the for-
mula for P, discussed in Sec. IV C poses numerical prob-
lems. For the zero lifetime sample, we instead approxi-
mate P; by the Gaussian

exp[ —(I, —I, )'/2(o, '+ I', )]
P, (1, , 1,)=

[2m(o'+ I ' ) ]'.
This expression has the same mean and the same rms de-
viation as the exact result.

The fit values for the final samples of about 1500 simu-
lated decays at each lifetime are 28+20 and 597+22 pm,
in good agreement with the mean generated path lengths
in these samples of 0 and 612 pm. The fitted value of E. is
consistent with unity in each case. Furthermore, in the
zero lifetime sample, the distribution of the ratio I;/o; is
accurately fit by a Gaussian of unit standard deviation,
indicating that, in Monte Carlo events, our analysis does
yield a Gaussian error which is well represented by the
calculated 0 I.

0 I I%% IS
—4 —3 —2

I I I I I I I I I I I t I

—1 0 1 2
&I I I I laI I I

3 4 5 6 7 C. Hadronic control sample

Path-length (mm)

FIG. 7. Distribution of I;, the three-dimensional fitted v. path
length, in the final sample. The solid curve is the result of the fit
in Sec. IVD.

Having checked the validity of our analysis on a Monte
Carlo sample, we need to verify how well the simulation
reproduces the experimental environment. For this pur-
pose, we construct, from hadronic events, a control sam-
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pie which approximately mimics the features of the ~
three prongs' and which, in principle, has a known mean
path length. Comparison between control samples de-
rived from both real and simulated data will provide a
measure of how well the Monte Carlo simulation models
the tracking system, as well as set an upper limit on the
magnitude of any unanticipated form of measurement
bias.

The control sample is selected with the following re-
quirements. The events have seven or more charged
tracks, sum of scalar momenta for all charged particles
between 10 and 30 GeV/c, and overall event vertices that
are well measured and near the interaction point. A
study of tracking 7 in these events, similar to that de-
scribed in Sec. III C, indicates that the actual VC resolu-
tion is some 30%%uo worse than that for Bhabha tracks. In
the same spirit as the discussion of Sec. III C, we there-
fore refit all tracks with the VC error increased by 30%.
We then construct "pseudo-~" by selecting from each
event the three highest-momentum, well-measured tracks
which have a total momentum between 3 and 15 GeV/c,
an opening half-angle less than 0.70 rad, and a ratio of to-
tal momentum to three-particle invariant mass greater
than 4.0. Tracks are not used if, when combined with
any oppositely charged track in the event, the two-
particle invariant mass is consistent with that of a A or
Sr'.

The control sample constructed from hadronic data is
subjected to the ~ selection procedure and the
maximum-likelihood fit for the mean decay length. The
result, using the zero-lifetime form, is 156+30 pm, with
R =1.32+0.05.

The same analysis performed on the control sample
drawn from simulated hadronic events has a fitted mean
path length of 130+24 pm, with R =1.14+0.04. The
magnitude of the finite path length in this sample de-
pends on the values for the D and D* lifetimes, the
D /D ratio, and the mean 8 lifetime. Adding in quad-
rature the change in the path length resulting from
reasonable independent variations in these parameters, '

we conclude that the total path-length uncertainty ex-
pected from these effects is approximately 12 pm.

From this control sample analysis, we make the follow-
ing observations.

(1) The pseudo-r samples from Monte Carlo simulation
and data exhibit good agreement, within the errors, in the
fitted mean path lengths. We take this agreement as evi-
dence that any potential offset bias in the v analysis is
limited by the error in the comparison: namely, the sum
in quadrature of the statistical errors and the error from
systematic uncertainties in D and B lifetime effects. The
overall estimated uncertainty is thus 40 pm.

(2) The Monte Carlo pseudo-~ path-length distribution
exhibits a larger width than expected, as characterized by
the 14%%uo deviation of the scale factor R from unity. We
have verified that this effect, as well as the finite mean
path length, is entirely associated with the presence of
heavy-quark decays. It arises from the way in which
finite path lengths are generated by the random associa-
tion of tracks from decays and from the event origin.
The distribution of such path lengths is not exponential,

and its rms width is larger than its mean value. The con-
volution of Sec. IV C is thus not an exact representation,
and the fit compensates with an R value greater than uni-
ty.

(3) For pseudo-r in real hadron data, R is found to be
18%%uo higher than for pseudo-r in the Monte Carlo distri-
bution. In the case of real ~ events, the R value is
1.05+0.4. This is evidence that the widths of the error
distributions in the data are larger than anticipated, and
that they are larger in hadronic events than in the rela-
tively cleaner ~ events. The two parameter fit to I, and
R, however, leads to a value of I, which is less sensitive
to the exact shape of the resolution function.

D. Summary of systematic errors

We find no evidence for significant measurement bias
or offset in Monte Carlo study of our analysis procedure.
From the comparison of control samples in real and
Monte Carlo hadronic events, we assign a systematic un-

certainty of 40 pm to such error.
As discussed in Sec. IV E, the presence of backgrounds

in the ~ sample lowers the measured mean decay length
by 31+10pm.

We check for the presence of other potential biases by
repeating the analysis with independent variations of key
parameters. Reasonable changes in the cr& cut, the 7
cut, and other tracking cuts produce no significant varia-
tion in I,. Use of beam positions derived by an alternate
method likewise produces no significant change. '

The effect of assuming that the three-prong momentum
sum exactly follows the ~ direction is studied via Monte
Carlo simulation. The net difference in I, when the true
~ direction is substituted for the three-prong momentum
sum is found to be 2 pm, and is thus completely negligi-
ble.

We conclude that the potential systematic error of this
measurement is given by the sum in quadrature of the
bias uncertainty and background error, giving a net sys-
tematic error of 41 pm in the path length, or 0.17&(10
sec in the lifetime.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have used a high-resolution vertex detector to mea-
sure the lifetime of ~ leptons produced in electron-
positron annihilation at PEP. The result is

r, = ( 2. 88+0. 16+0.17 ) X 10 ' sec,

where the first error is statistical and the second is sys-
tematic. This result is consistent with the theoretical pre-
diction, as well as with other recent experimental deter-
minations. Combining in quadrature both experimental
errors and the error on the theoretically predicted life-
time, we find that, at 95% confidence, the strength of the
~ coupling to the charged weak current lies within 9/o of
the universal Fermi coupling strength.
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